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What a year 2021 was. Amid the worsening Covid-19 
crisis, where we spent much of the year under lockdown 
and restricted movement and gatherings, the country 
was also laden with the fallout of the political coup 
called Sheraton Move that took place in February 2020. 
The embattled Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin 
resorted to curbing political and civil liberties by placing 
the country under a seven-month National Emergency 
“to fight Covid-19” when he was losing his grip on 
power. Elections and Parliament sittings were 
suspended.

Despite these challenges, BERSIH stayed focused on the 
fundamental reforms to restore political stability and 
strengthen our institutions. The Sheraton Move had 
exposed many flaws and weaknesses in our political 
system and laws, where it not only allowed unbridled 
party-hopping but  also incentivised elected 
representatives to change party affiliations. As a result, 
within two years of the Sheraton Move, we have had 
three Prime Ministers and seven changes of state 
governments, mainly due to party-hopping. 

Ministers of Parliament (MPs) and State Assembly 
Persons (ADUNs) could defect with impunity as they are 
not accountable to their voters until the next election. 
They did so in exchange for appointments to the 
Cabinet, to government-linked companies and statutory 
boards, for substantial financial allocations reserved for 
those who align themselves with the government of the 
day and under threat of prosecution and action by the 
Executive-controlled Malaysian Anti-Corruption 
Commission (MACC), Police, the Inland Revenue Board 
and the Attorney-General who is also the Public 
Prosecutor.

Clearly, the odds are stacked against those in the 
Opposition and those who remain there. Therefore, the 
rules of the game must be made fair, and laws must be 
reformed.

The irony of the situation is that during the political 
chaos, the greatest opportunity for reform also 
presented itself. At the re-opening of the suspended 
Parliament, the King called for political reforms so that 
“the winner doesn’t win all, and the loser doesn’t lose 
all”. Muhyiddin tried to offer a confidence and supply 

deal to the Opposition as the last resort to stay in power 
but was rejected. His replacement Ismail Sabri quickly 
seized the opportunity to strike a deal with Pakatan 
Harapan (PH). As a result, the Memorandum of 
Understanding for Transformation and Political 
Stability (MOU) was signed, ushering in many of the 
reforms that BERSIH had been advocating – 
Anti-Hopping law, equal Constituency Development 
Funds, and other Parliamentary reforms.

This BERSIH 2021 report is our account of our advocacy 
for these institutional reforms. Despite the fact that 
some may dismiss institutional reforms as irrelevant 
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when the more urgent issue is the Rakyat’s recovery 
from the economic devastation brought on by the 
Covid-19 lockdowns. BERSIH would argue that without 
institutional reforms to ensure political stability and 
accountability, we would not be able to have a 
functioning government that could deliver good policies 
and address “bread and butter” issues. Without 
legislated reforms, we will continue to be plagued by 
instability as politicians continue to jostle for power 
even after elections. In a similar vein, governments will 
continue to offer short-sighted and populist policies to 
win votes and stay in power. 

Fix the broken system, mend the leaks, and restore good 
governance. We will then reap the benefits of a 
functioning and accountable government that serves 
the Rakyat, and the Rakyat will be truly Supreme! So join 
us as we hit the road in 2022 to push for fulfilling the 
promises in the MoU and other key reforms in our 
Ketuanan Pengundi campaign. We will need to come out 
and vote in GE15 and clean up our politics.
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It is my pleasure to share with you the work and 
achievements of BERSIH in 2021 via this annual report of 
2021.

It was a year full of political uncertainties and instability 
with the fragile government of Muhyiddin Yassin, 
formed via the infamous Sheraton Move, constantly 
under the threat of collapse due to its razor-thin 
majority in Parliament. His government finally 
disintegrated on 16 August 2021 due to the withdrawal 
of support from a number of UMNO Parliamentarians. 
Consequently, Ismail Sabri Yaakub from UMNO was 
sworn in as the 9th Prime Minister on 21 August 2021. 

Despite such a fluid and uncertain political 
environment, BERSIH has consistently campaigned with 
whoever is in power for key electoral and institutional 
reforms urgently needed to strengthen the democracy of 
Malaysia.

Our campaigns and advocacies achieved numerous 
milestones in 2021. These included the mainstreaming 
of several new and essential political ideas and reforms 
in Malaysian politics, namely: a confidence and supply 
agreement, recall elections to deter party hopping, 
equitable constituency development funds, an extension 

of postal voting to Malaysians living in Singapore, 
Brunei, Southern Thailand and Kalimantan, 
implementation of Undi18 and automatic voter 
registration, amongst other things.     

Perhaps the most significant breakthrough in terms 
BERSIH’s work is the first-ever confidence and supply 
agreement signed on 13 September 2021 between the 
federal government and Opposition parties, in the form 
of the Memorandum of Understanding on 
Transformation and Political Stability (MoU) between 
Ismail Sabri’s government with Pakatan Harapan. The 
agreement contains multiple necessary institutional 
reforms, essential for Malaysia to sail through the 
current political turmoil and strengthen its democracy.   

Let's work together to ensure the Memorandum of 
Understanding is fully implemented in 2022!  
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The Coalition for Clean and Fair Elections (better known 
by its Bahasa Malaysia name “BERSIH”) was formed in 
July 2005 as a Joint Action Committee for Electoral 
Reform, with the clear objective to push for reforms of 
the electoral process in Malaysia. 

The original Committee was composed of members 
from political parties, as well as representatives from the 
following NGOs: Suara Rakyat Malaysia (SUARAM), 
Women’s Development Collective (WDC) and Writers 
Alliance for Media Independence (WAMI). BERSIH was 
officially launched on 23 November 2006 inside the 
lobby of the Malaysian Parliament building and released 
its first joint statement that defined mid-term and 
long-term objectives to campaign for clean and fair 
elections in Malaysia. 

BERSIH organised the first public demonstration on 10 
November 2007, which saw thousands of ordinary 
Malaysians take to the streets in support of clean and 
fair elections in the country. The campaign contributed 
substantially to the switch of five state governments to 
the Opposition and the erosion of the two-third 
majority of Barisan Nasional in the Parliament for the 
first time since 1969 in 2008. 

With opposition parties forming governments in five 
states, the then BERSIH leadership decided it was time 
for BERSIH to continue its crusade for clean and fair 
elections independent of any political party. BERSIH 
was thus re-launched as BERSIH 2.0, a coalition of 
like-minded civil society organisations unaffiliated with 

any political parties. The aim was to monitor both sides 
of the political divide effectively.

BERSIH 2.0 subsequently organised another four mega 
rallies in 2011, 2012, 2015 and 2016, all calling for 
institutional reforms and clean and fair elections.

Malaysia experienced its first-ever peaceful and 
democratic transfer of power at the federal level through 
the 14th General Election held in the year 2018. 

BERSIH 2.0 then found itself in a new political dynamic. 
BERSIH 2.0 and members of its steering committee were 
invited for various consultations with the government, 
including the Election Reform Committee (ERC). 
Additionally, BERSIH 2.0 was also officially accredited as 
election observers by the Election Commission. At the 
same time, BERSIH 2.0 continued to exert pressure for 
reforms, critically voiced out about the government, as 
well as engaged with opposition parties to lobby for 
various electoral and institutional reforms that have 
been long-standing demands of civil society. In this 
process, BERSIH 2.0 acts as an honest, non-partisan 
broker for all political parties in Malaysia. 

On the 15th anniversary, 23 November 2021, BERSIH 
announced the drop of the 2.0 in its name and unveiled 
the new logo. This was a rebranding exercise to signify 
BERSIH was and is a non-partisan and independent 
organisation advocating for institutional reforms and a 
robust democracy in Malaysia.
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF
BERSIH 2020-2022

SECRETARIAT OF BERSIH 2021

Chairperson:
Deputy Chairperson:
Vice Chair (Sabah):
Vice Chair (Sarawak):
Treasurer:
Committee Members:

Thomas Fann
Dato’ Dr Abdul Halim bin Yusof
Edlyn Beverly Joeman
Ann Teo Chiang Joo
Ngeow Chow Ying
Alex Johnson, Akmal Hisham Abdul Rahim

Executive Director:
Senior Program Officer:
Program Officers:

Project Officers:

Admin Officer:

Yap Swee Seng
Mohd Asraf Sharafi bin Mohd Azhar
Lhavanya Dharmalingam
Ahmad Salami bin Zakuan
Fatin Amalina Mohd Zuki
Deborah Chow
Addy Samsudin

BERSIH currently has 56 
member organisations in the 
coalition. Following is a list of 
the Steering Committee 
members and their positions:
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BERSIH has achieved much and made 
essential impacts via its works in 2021. 
Here we highlight six key electoral and 
institutional reforms that BERSIH 
contributed towards: 

1. State of Emergency Annulled
On 12 January 2021, on the advice of Prime Minister 
Muhyiddin Yassin, the Yang di-Pertuan Agong declared 
a nationwide state of emergency that would be enforced 
until 1 August 2021 on the grounds that it was essential 
for combatting  COVID-19 pandemic. 

BERSIH expressed concerns that under the emergency, 
Parliament was suspended and the Executive held 
excessive powers pursuant to the Emergency Ordinance, 
with no proper checks and balances. BERSIH viewed this 
suspension as a political ploy by Muhyiddin to hold on 
to power and avoid a vote of no-confidence against him.

BERSIH, and six other civil society organisations, filed a 
suit at the High Court Kuala Lumpur on 2 February 2021, 
seeking a declaration to clarify the role of the Parliament 
and the Judiciary during a state of emergency under the 
Federal Constitution. BERSIH vigorously called for the 
lifting of the emergency and re-convening of Parliament. 

Apart from the lawsuit, BERSIH launched a series of 
public campaigns, issued press statements, produced 
infographics and short videos to raise public awareness 
and garner support. BERSIH also held closed-door lobby 
meetings with political parties and MPs.

Eventually, Muhyiddin’s government lifted the 
suspension and resumed Parliament with a special 
five-day sitting from 26 July 2021 to 2 August 2021.  

On 26 July 2021, the then Minister in charge of Law and 
Parliament, Takiyuddin Bin Haji Hassan announced that 
the government had annulled the Emergency Ordinance 
with effect from 21 July 2021, before its expiry on 1 
August 2021.  

BERSIH 2.0 wanted the courts to consider and decide on the role of both 
Parliament and the courts in ensuring checks and balances during the 
Emergency. - Picture by Shafwan Zaidon

The emergency declaration was issued by the king of Malaysia, Sultan 
Abdullah Sultan Ahmad Shah.
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2. Federal Government and Opposition Signed First
Con�dence and Supply Agreement in History

BERSIH first mooted the confidence and supply 
agreement idea via a press statement dated 25 October 
2020. It was in response to the ongoing threat of the 
government collapsing as a result of the Prime 
Minister’s lack of confidence from the Parliament. 
BERSIH was deeply concerned that these political 
instabilities during a trying time like the pandemic, 
were causing a national crisis for the people and the 
economy. In a time like this, the country needs a 
government that can function and focus on policies, 
instead of political manoeuvring to either topple the 
government or stay in power.

On 13 August 2021, on the verge of collapsing, the then 
Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin offered a reform 
package, in the form of a confidence and supply 
agreement, to the opposition in exchange for support on 
the budget bill as well as the confidence vote. However, 
the main opposition block, Pakatan Harapan, rejected 
the offer, saying it was too little, too late.

Muhyiddin Yassin stepped down on 16 August 2021. 

The new prime minister from UMNO, Ismail Sabri 
Yaakub, was sworn in on 21 August 2021. 

He then immediately seized the opportunity and signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding on Transformation 
and Political Stability (MoU) with the Pakatan Harapan 
on 13 September 2021, promising to legislate: an 
anti-hopping law, equal constituency development 
funds for all MPs, Parliamentary reforms, the two-term 
limit for the prime minister’s office, implementation of 
Undi18 and automatic voter registration. In exchange, 
Pakatan Harapan would continue to support him in 
confidence. Through the MoU, necessary reforms (most 
of which BERSIH advocated for) were prioritised and 
put on the table. Ismail Sabri’s government would have 
some measure of stability as long as the MoU is adhered 
to, up till the next general election. 

The MoU is probably the first confidence and supply 
agreement in Malaysia’s political history and has 
opened up a new dynamic in our political arena. 

Malaysian Then Prime Minister Muhyiddin 
Yassin arrives at the National Palace for a 
meeting with the king, in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia on August 16, 2021. [Lim Huey 
Teng/Reuters]

Malaysia's prime minister Ismail Sabri (in 
white) is due to sign a cooperation 
agreement with the opposition on 
Monday [Famer Roheni/Department of 
Information via AFP]
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BERSIH says the current EC’s method of processing and managing postal votes rely too much on
manual and human processes which leads to very limited capacity and human errors. — Picture by Yusof Mat Isa

BERSIH has long advocated for reforms to the absentee 
voting mechanisms to accord Malaysians living overseas 
the right to vote via postal voting. 

While postal voting was finally extended to Malaysians 
living overseas in the 14th General Election in 2018, 
sadly, Malaysians living in Singapore, Brunei, southern 
Thailand and Kalimantan, Indonesia were denied such 
access. 

In any case, the situation has changed. On 18 October 
2021 during the Melaka State Election, the Election 
Commission declared that Malaysians living in the four 
neighbouring countries, namely: Singapore, Brunei, 
southern Thailand and Kalimantan of Indonesia, would 
be eligible for  postal voting upon registration. This was 
also available during Sarawak state elections in 
December 2021.

3. Extension of Postal Voting for Malaysian Voters
in Neighbouring Countries for Melaka and Sarawak 
State Elections
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BERSIH critiqued the long-standing practice of allocating 
constituency development funds (CDF) to elected 
representatives in a biassed and opaque manner. Often, 
opposition Members of Parliament (MPs) received none or 
a significantly lower amount, in comparison to MPs from 
the ruling coalition. This is grossly unfair and ultimately 
deprives the people of its benefits as opposition MPs would 
not have funds to serve the constituency. This resulted in 
occasions where it became an incentive for opposition MPs 
to party-hop in order to receive more funds to better serve 
their constituency. 

BERSIH and the Institute for Democratic and Economic 
Affairs (IDEAS) have worked together to produce a policy 
research report, detailing the flaws and weaknesses of the 
current system of CDF. With a comparative study, the 
report also suggested recommendations for reforms in the 
short, middle, and long term. The report was launched on 
30 March 2021, followed by a series of lobby sessions with 
political parties. 

4. Federal Equitable Constituency Development Fund 
Implemented Under Memorandum of Understanding on 
Transformation and Political Stability (MoU)

Perak became the first state to provide for equal CDFs to all 
ADUNs, including those from the opposition, as part of the 
confidence and supply agreement between the ruling and 
the opposition signed on 15 December 2020. This was the 
first announcement of its kind, not done in any other states 
or by the federal government.

BERSIH continued to advocate for the allocation of CDFs at 
the federal and state levels, to be institutionalised by way of 
legislation. It is not enough that CDFs allocation is only in 
the form of policy. 

The campaign mainstreamed the concept of equitable CDFs 
among the people and politicians, as can be seen in how it 
was included as one of the points of the MoU. Following 
that, Barisan Nasional promised to introduce equal CDFs 
for all ADUNs if they win the Melaka state election.
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Prime Minister Datuk Seri Ismail Sabri Yaakob (centre) attending the signing 
ceremony of the Memorandum of Understanding on Transformation and 
Political Stability Between the Federal Government and Pakatan Harapan at 
Parliament House, September 13, 2021. Also present, (from left) Kota Raja 
Member of Parliament Mohamad Sabu, Port Dickson Member of Parliament 
Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim, Speaker of the Senate Tan Sri Dr Rais Yatim, Speaker 
of the House of Representatives Datuk Azhar Azizan Harun, and Member of 
Parliament for Bagan Lim Guan Eng. — Bernama pic
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5. Anti-hopping law/recall law included in the MoU on 
Transformation

The Sheraton Move in 2020 has awakened the nation to 
the impact of party-hopping within a functioning 
government. Party-hopping was a common situation in 
Malaysia’s political arena, but for the first time, it 
collapsed a federal government. Many people were 
disheartened because it is not unconstitutional or 
illegal, and nothing could be done, though it is immoral. 
Since then, BERSIH searched for a solution and came up 
with the idea of an anti party-hopping recall 
mechanism. BERSIH then commissioned Professor 
Wong Chin Huat to conduct research on the matter and 
published two research reports, namely “How to Deter 
Party Hopping in Malaysia? An Exploration of 
Remedies” (published on 4 January 2021) and “A Case 
for State-Level Recall Procedure Law to Remedy 
Party-Hopping in Malaysia” (launched on 29 July 2021).  

During this period, BERSIH had numerous consultations 
with relevant stakeholders, including politicians, 
academics, and civil society leaders for their feedback 
and concerns. BERSIH then took these into account and 
continued to adjust and align the proposed recall 
mechanisms to better suit Malaysia’s political scenario. 

BERSIH then launched a public campaign and held 
many webinars and produced campaign materials to 
introduce this idea. BERSIH had countless meetings 
with politicians from both sides of the divide to lobby 
and explain. We organised debates, published op-ed, 
produced tik-tok videos, released infographics, held 
interviews with radio stations, all for the efforts to push 
for the campaign. BERSIH relentlessly talked about 
anti-hopping, whether it is a traditional anti-party 
hopping law or the recall mechanisms. 

BERSIH launched a simulation recall election in June 
2021. The purpose was twofold: first, to test run the 
recall process, and second, to test run electronic voting, 
especially the security features. This simulation was 
done during the pandemic lockdown together with a 
technology company named ReGov Technologies. The 
simulated recall of Tebrau MP was initiated by some 
members of Parti Keadilan Rakyat and it went on for a 
few weeks. Participants who were able to follow 
through the process, would have gained a better 
understanding of the concept. Unfortunately, the 
simulation did not gain much traction and was 
eventually called off. A brief post mortem concluded 
that this campaign was launched during the White Flag 
movement, where people were in dire economic 
situations and thus were generally uninterested in 
political campaign like this. Regardless, the debate over 
anti-party hopping and recall elections continue to rage 
in society.

Eventually, enacting an anti-party hopping law became 
part of the promises in the MoU.

On top of that, Barisan Nasional also promised to 
introduce an anti-party hopping law in Melaka as part 
of its election manifesto.
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6. Implementation of Undi18 and Automatic Voter
Registration Finally Gazetted

BERSIH has been campaigning to lower the voting age 
from 21 to 18 and to introduce automatic voter 
registration to the Parliament since 2016.

On 16 July 2019, during Pakatan Harapan’s 
administration, Parliament passed the historic 
constitutional amendments of lowering the voting age 
in Malaysia from 21 to 18 and allowing for automatic 
voter registration. The then chairman of the Election 
Commission, Azhar Azizan Harun, said the commission 
needed 18-24 months to prepare for its implementation. 
However, the implementation was stalled several times.

Together with other civil society organisations, BERSIH 
pressed for the immediate implementation of Undi18 

and automatic voter registration. On 13 August 2021, in a 
last ditch attempt to stay in power, the then Prime 
Minister, Muhyiddin Yassin, offered a reform package 
that included the implementation of Undi18 and 
automatic voter registration. On 13 September 2021, the 
new Prime Minister, Ismail Sabri, signed the MoU, 
which also promised to implement Undi18 and 
automatic voter registration.

On 3 September 2021, the High Court of Kuching ruled 
that Undi18 should be implemented by 31 December 
2021. Eventually, the constitutional amendments were 
gazetted on 1 December 2021 and Undi 18 and AVR came 
into effect on 15 December 2021.
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BERSIH proposes an anti-hopping 
mechanism as a measure to regulate 
party/coalition hopping and ensure 
political stability.

Anti-Party 
Hopping 
Mechanism

BERSIH  produced two research reports, namely (a) 
“How to Deter Party Hopping in Malaysia? An 
Exploration of Remedies” released on 4 January 2021 (b) 
“A Case for State-Level Recall Procedure Law to Remedy 
Party-Hopping in Malaysia” published on 29 July 2021. 
Professor Wong Chin Huat is the author of both research 
reports.

BERSIH advocates for recall elections to be introduced 
instead of a traditional anti-hopping law. The reason for 
this is that a traditional anti-hopping law may give 
party leaders too much power to eliminate their rivals/ 
dissenters by sacking them and, as a result, causing 
their seat to be vacated. On the other hand, an anti- 
hopping law that does not include sacking will render 
the law ineffective as the elected representative will 
choose not to resign voluntarily but may act against 
party interests while remaining in the party until being 
sacked. An anti-hopping law also does not address the 
issue of a party changing coalitions as seen in the 
Sheraton Move. The recall election is a better solution as 
it empowers the voters, instead of party leadership, to 
decide whether a seat should be vacated.

1. Research Reports
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Working with an IT company, ReGov Technologies, 
BERSIH developed an online system for recall elections. 

On 21 June 2021, BERSIH launched an online 
simulation of a recall election in Tebrau after receiving 
petitions from several members of Parti Keadilan 
Rakyat (PKR). This was a simulated recall for Steven 
Choong, an MP who announced his departure from 
PKR to be an independent MP, supporting the 
Perikatan Nasional (PN) government of Muhyiddin 
Yassin. The launch was widely reported in the news.

2. Simulated Recall Elections
Advocacy and public campaigns on recall involve 
introducing and narrating complicated arguments, 
presenting and explaining the process and mechanism 
which at times may be too confusing to the general 
public. This is a challenge for BERSIH. 

To deal with this, BERSIH produced easy-to-read 
infographics and released several video clips to explain 
and raise awareness. BERSIH also produced tik-tok 
videos, was active in social media in posting and 
reposting articles and news relating to the issue, and 
we collaborated with media houses such as Astro 
Awani and Influasia to amplify the campaign. 

3. Campaign Materials

4. Webinar and Public Events
Throughout 2020-2021, BERSIH has organised 37 webinars. This is including the two launches for the two reports, 
and the launch of the simulated recall election in Tebrau. All these events are online and open to the public. Most of 
the events were widely reported in the news, in different languages. Thus, creating a further reach. The webinars and 
these public events generated public interest and discourses, which eventually garnered great support for an anti-
hopping law to be passed in the Parliament. 
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BERSIH continued to lobby the politicians on the 
importance of a law that deters party-hopping, citing 
public support. Many closed-door discussions were held. 

Since then, we have seen many politicians publicly 
endorse such a reform. 

On 10 November 2021, Barisan Nasional pledged in its 
election manifesto for the Melaka state election that they 
would introduce an anti-hopping law at the state level. 

6. Lobbying Political Parties

On 1 September 2021, Azalina Othman Said, a member 
of Parliament from Pengerang representing UMNO, 
submitted a notice to table a Private Member’s Bill titled 
“Recall of Members of Parliament Bill 2021”. 

BERSIH and our resource person, Professor Wong Chin 
Huat, assisted in providing advice in the drafting 
process.

Unfortunately, the Bill was not scheduled for debate in 
Parliament. However, it garnered a lot of attention while 
the discourse has been heating up in the political as well 
as public arena .

Thirteen days later, the MOU was signed with a promise 
to enact an anti-party hopping law by July 2022.

5. Private Member’s Bill
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In 2020-2021, BERSIH focused on 
campaigning to improve access to voting, 
especially for Sabahans and Sarawakians 
living in Peninsular Malaysia and vice versa, 
and Malaysians living overseas.

This was also the year where the world was struck by 
the Covid-19 pandemic, and BERSIH was concerned 
with voter safety and turnout rate when by-elections 
were held during this period. 

BERSIH commissioned Chan Tsu Chong to research 
ways to reform the current voting mechanism provided 
by the Election Commission(EC) with the aim of making 
voting more accessible and safer for the general public. 
The report was released on 6 August 2021. 

The report recommended the expansion of advance 
voting in Malaysia, particularly for outstation voters and 
existing domestic postal voters. It proposed the EC to set 
up at least one centralised advance voting polling 
station in each state to cater for voters who may not be 
able to travel inter-state to vote. Voters should be able to 
apply to take part in advance voting by submitting proof 
of eligibility manually at EC offices or at the centralised 
advance voting polling stations. Other 
recommendations are the immediate implementation of 
automatic voter registration and Undi18 reforms; a free 
and unsuppressed voting environment for military and 
police personnel; and additional polling streams within 
a polling station, among others.

As part of the campaign, BERSIH released several press 
statements, a short video and a set of infographics. 

In the Melaka state election held in November 2021, the 
Election Commission finally changed its policy and 
allowed Malaysians living in Singapore, Brunei, 
Southern Thailand and Kalimantan to vote via postal 
ballot. This practice was continued in the Sarawak state 
election held in December 2021.

Improve Access 
to Voting
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Trigger 
Constituency 
Delimitation at 
the State Level
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As triggering constituency delimitation at the federal 
level may be hindered by the Federal Constitution, 
BERSIH decided to advocate for the reforms to be 
initiated at the state level.

BERSIH commissioned Professor Wong Chin Huat to 
conduct a study of possible constituency delimitation in 
the states of Selangor, Penang, and Negeri Sembilan. 
Three reports were published:

The research reports recommended that the three states 
can trigger re-delimitation exercises of the constituency 
boundaries in their respective states by amending the 
state constitution and increasing the number of seats. 

In order to ensure that the re-delimitation is conducted 
in a fair and just manner, the research report 
recommends that every elected member shall represent 
only electors from one administrative district, and the 
boundaries of state assembly constituencies should not 
cross over to two or more administrative districts. The 
number of voters must be approximately equal among 
the constituencies in the state. Clear criteria should be 
set as a legally binding requirement for the Election 
Commission, such that the number of electors in 
Selangor for the constituencies should fall between 1.17 
percent and 2.02 percent of all electors. 

Malapportionment and gerrymandering 
remain two major problems in our electoral 
system that were unaddressed thus far.

Equal and Effective 
Representation by Way of 
State-Triggered Redelimitation: 
A Feasibility Analysis for Penang

Equal and Effective 
Representation by Way of 
State-Triggered Redelimitation: 
A Feasibility Analysis for Selangor

Equal and Effective 
Representation by Way of 
State-Triggered Redelimitation: 
A Feasibility Analysis for Negeri 
Sembilan

1

3

2
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In 2019, BERSIH conducted an expert 
meeting to study the amendments needed 
to the Election Offences Act 1954 to bring 
it up to date.

Amendments to 
the Election 
Offences Act

This was followed by three regional consultations in 
Kuching, Kota Kinabalu, and Kuala Lumpur in 2020. The 
consultations involved members of political parties, as 
well as NGOs and individuals that were experienced in 
observing elections. Many proposals were discussed, 
such as, providing a clearer definition of the types of 
election offences with illustration, introducing “a 
cooling off” period, re-examining the election expenses, 
providing enforcement powers to the Election 
Commission.

A draft amendment bill to the Election Offences Act was 
produced in 2021. The bill will be used for future 
advocacy to amend the Election Offences Act to make it 
more comprehensive. 
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In early 2021, BERSIH 
organised three training 
sessions on transformative 
change theory conducted 
by Marc Saxer, catered for 
civil society organisations.

The Seed 
Community for a 
Professional 
Parliament

At its conclusion, a loose network called the Seed 
Community for a Professional Parliament (SCPP), 
primarily to campaign for Parliamentary reforms, was 
born.

Currently, members of this seed community are BERSIH, 
the Institute for Political and Economic Affairs (IDEAS), 
Bait Al-Amanah, WISDOM Foundation, ENGAGE 
Network, the Institute for Political Reform and 
Democracy (REFORM), and UNDI18. The individual 
members are Maha Balakrishnan, Lim Chee Han, 
Terence Gomez, Ooi Kok Hin, Awang Ilham, and 
Kenneth Cheng. 

BERSIH provides secretarial support for the network.
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A survey among members of Parliament on the National Covid-19 Immunisation Programme and their roles 
in its implementation with 58 MPs responded. The survey found that despite the MPs having a wealth of 
data from the ground and them playing important roles in their respective constituencies, there was a lack 
of coordination in terms of information sharing between themselves and the government/ministries. It 
recommended that the Parliament, which was suspended at that time, reconvene and allow MPs to play a 
more meaningful role in improving the effectiveness of the National Covid-19 Immunisation Programme. 
The result was released on 14 June 2021.

Numerous initiatives under SCPP since 2021 includes:

Engagements: On 19 July 2021, SCPP 
members had a fruitful meeting with the 
Speaker of Dewan Rakyat on a wide range 
of issues relating to Parliamentary reforms. 

SCPP also engaged with a number of MPs 
from different political parties throughout 
2021 to discuss the various reforms.

Press Statements: SCPP released 22 press 
statements on issues pertaining to 
Parliament, including the proclamation of 
emergency, the suspension of 
Parliamentary sittings, the handling of the 
vote of no confidence in Parliament, the 
operation of Parliamentary special select 
committees etc.

These press statements have been 
instrumental in shaping public opinions 
and have raised public awareness of 
Parliamentary reforms as an important 
institutional reform.
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APPG on Political Financing: SCPP incubated 
the formation of the All-Party Parliamentary 
Group (APPG) on Political Financing Reform, led 
by IDEAS. In 2021, the group held numerous 
one-to-one meetings with MPs from different 
political parties who were identified as suitable 
to sit in the APPG. Some expressed their 
commitment to being a member. The idea of 
setting up the APPG was endorsed by the Speaker 
at the meeting on 19 July 2021. During this 
process, many discussions and conversations 
happened and this has continued to keep 
political financing reforms on the agenda of 
politicians and political parties.

BERSIH commissioned Dr. 
Muhammad Sayuti Hassan to 
conduct research on the 
reform of Parliamentary 
Special Select Committees 
(PSSCs) in Malaysia. 

Public Advocacy: SCPP produced a series of 
videos and infographics on current issues during 
the period of the state of emergency, for public 
consumption on issues related to Parliament 
such as;

1) Why Parliament Should be Convened?
2) What is the Process for the Confidence Vote in 
Parliament, and
3) What is the Process for Annulment of the 
Emergency Proclamation and Ordinances.

Reform of
Parliamentary
Special Select
Committees
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The report, titled “Parliamentary Select Committee 
Reforms”, was published on 17 August 2021. 

According to the report, 36% of opposition members of 
Parliament do not serve on any  committees. 9 out of 10 
PSSCs are led by government backbenchers. 

The report recommended better recognition and 
institutionalisation of the roles of the opposition MPs so 
that they can sit in a PSSC of their expertise and 
contribute in more meaningful and effective ways 
towards law and policy making, as well as playing a 
better role of check and balance on the Executive. 

The report also recommended empowering the PSSCs 
through recognition of a shadow cabinet, increasing the 
number of PSSCs, amending the composition of 
members of Select Committees to reflect the strength of 
parties in Parliament, selection of chairs and members 
by way of elections, amendments to Standing Orders to 
empower select committees, sufficient budget 
allocation and human resource support, and 
broadcasting of proceedings, among others.

As part of the public campaign, BERSIH released a short 
video and a set of infographics on the reform of PSSCs. 
Together with the SCPP, BERSIH issued a number of 
statements in this regard. 

By September 2021, reform on PSSCs made it into the 
MOU as part of the reform agenda. 

The composition of members of committees now reflect more 
proportionally the ruling and opposition parties, as in, four from ruling 
parties and three from opposition parties. Four of the committee chairs 
are from ruling parties, five from the opposition and one from Gabungan 
Parti Sarawak (GPS), which is friendly to the ruling coalition. 

Since then, the number of PSSCs has increased to 10, namely:
Special Select Committee on Fundamental Liberty and Constitutional Rights
Special Select Committee on Finance and Economy
Special Select Committee on Security
Special Select Committee on Agencies under the Prime Minister’s Department
Special Select Committee on Agriculture and Domestic Trade
Special Select Committee on Infrastructure Development
Special Select Committee on Education
Special Select Committee on Women and Children Affairs and Social Development
Special Select Committee on Health, Science and Innovation
Special Select Committee on International Affairs
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BERSIH and the 
Institut Reformasi 
Politik dan Demokrasi 
(REFORM) conducted 
research to explore 
the reintroduction of 
the Parliamentary 
Services Act in 
Malaysia.

Reintroduction 
of the 
Parliamentary 
Services Act

BERSIH and the Institut Reformasi Politik dan 
Demokrasi (REFORM) conducted research to explore the 
reintroduction of the Parliamentary Services Act in 
Malaysia. The report, titled “Reintroduction of the 
Parliamentary Services Act”, was published and 
launched on 3 September 2021.

The report called on the government to introduce a law 
to safeguard Parliament as a free and independent 
institution, especially in the areas of administration, 
human resources, and finance, so that Parliament 
functions effectively and efficiently.
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The report, titled “Reintroduction of the 
Parliamentary Services Act”, was published and 
launched on 3 September 2021.

The report proposed that Article 65 (4) and Article 
132 of the Federal Constitution be amended to 
return Malaysia to the period before 1992 when 
Parliament was not beholden to the Public Service 
Commission.

On the same day of the launch, the Minister in 
charge of Law and Parliament, Wan Junaidi Bin 
Tunku Jaafar, said he was seeking to revive the 
Parliamentary Services Act, which was repealed by 
former prime minister Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad 
in 1992, and that there was also a proposal to create 
a new law to replace the Houses of Parliament 
Privilege & Powers Act 1952.

As part of the public campaign, BERSIH released a 
short video and set of infographics. Several public 
statements were also issued in this regard.
The reintroduction of the Parliamentary Services 
Act was eventually included in the MoU. A deadline 
was set to be 31 July 2022 for its realisation.
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One of the main 
issues arising from 
party hopping is how 
to determine who 
gets the con�dence 
in Parliament to form 
a government.

Constructive 
Vote of No 
Con�dence

The current practice of presenting statutory 
declarations or a private meeting with the Yang 
di-Pertuan Agong causes much confusion and 
uncertainty. 

To address this, BERSIH commissioned Maha 
Balakrishnan to conduct a study and produce a 
report, titled “Parliament in Government Formation: 
Enhancing Stability and Accountability Through 
Protocols on Confidence and Dissolution”, which 
was published on 14 October 2021.
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This report concluded that, 
among other issues:

There is a lack of standardisation in 
determining the question of confidence in 
the appointments and dismissals of Prime 
Ministers (PMs) and Chief Ministers (CMs). 

There are no adequate institutional 
mechanisms for transparency and 
accountability regarding how heads of state 
discharge their positions

The critical role of the legislature to confirm 
the question of confidence is not concretised 
institutionally and behaviourally. 

The role of and reliance on heads of state on 
appointments and dismissals of PMs and 
CMs has expanded over time, partly because 
legislatures are too weak to assert their role.

The report recommended 
reforming and ensuring 
that Parliament's 
institutional powers be 
the ultimate means to 
maintain stability and 
accountability in a 
healthy democracy by 
adopting the following:

Codification of Confidence and No-Confidence 
Procedures by statute and in the Standing Orders of the 
Dewan Rakyat.

The introduction of Investiture Votes in the Dewan 
Rakyat to confirm the confidence mandate in a newly 
appointed PM, whether immediately after a general 
election (GE) or during a Parliamentary term.

Ensure that any member of the Dewan Rakyat is 
entitled and empowered to move a motion to express 
the loss of confidence in the PM and to express 
confidence in another MP to become PM. Such motions 
should be processed and moved as a matter of priority 
over government business, with adequate procedural 
checks in place to ensure the process is not misused. 

Statutory regulation of the PM's power to ask for a 
dissolution of Parliament, should require the PM to 
obtain the approval of Parliament before they request 
the Agong for a dissolution of Parliament for a snap 
election.

Enactment of recall laws to restrict elected 
representatives from party hopping.

1

3

4

5

2
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Constituency 
Development Fund 
(CDF), allocated to 
MPs and ADUNs, is 
implemented based 
on the discretion of 
the prime minister at 
the federal level and 
of the chief minister 
at the state level.

Equitable 
Constituency 
Development 
Fund

The practice lacks transparency, equity and 
accountability. It is often allocated unequally  between 
elected representatives from the ruling party and the 
opposition parties, thus creating an unequal playing 
field. Elected representatives from  opposition parties 
receive significantly lower amounts, if at all, compared 
to the elected representatives from the ruling coalition, 
despite the fact that they were all elected by their voters 
during the election. This is weaponised by the Executive 
to garner support from elected representatives for them 
and many instances of party-hopping stem from this 
reason. 

BERSIH, together with the Institute for Democracy and 
Economic Affairs (IDEAS), after a series of stakeholder 
consultation sessions, published a research report titled 
“Removal or Reform: Charting the Way Forward for 
Malaysia’s Constituency Development Funds” on 30 
March 2021.
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The report also 
recommended that, as a 
long-term goal, MPs and 
ADUNs should no longer be 
the gatekeepers of the funds 
to build basic infrastructure 
and address pressing 
constituency needs.

The report proposed institutionalizing the CDF in the 
short term by enacting legislation, whether at the 
federal or state level. It is recommended that the 
legislation should stipulate the allocation formula for 
each constituency; the source of financing in the annual 
budget; the limit of the amount allocated annually; the 
requirements for relevant agencies and lawmakers to 
publish key information to the public; the mechanisms 
for public participation in the formulation, the 
implementation, and monitoring; and finally, sanctions 
for misuse or embezzlement.

The report also recommended that, as a long-term goal, 
MPs and ADUNs should no longer be the gatekeepers of 
the funds to build basic infrastructure and address 
pressing constituency needs. Such roles should be given 
to local governments that are elected.  

On the other hand, the report recognised that MPs and 
ADUNs should receive some kind of funding to run their 
service centres, and that this funding should come from 
Parliament and State Assemblies. This is another major 
area of reform involving political financing and public 
funding.

As a follow-up, BERSIH released a video and a set of 
infographics. By way of public campaigning, BERSIH 
also initiated a petition demanding equitable allocation 

of the CDF to all elected representatives regardless of 
party affiliation. This petition garnered 10,092 
signatures as of August 2022. Besides that, a famous 
social media influencer Iqbal Fatkhi produced a 
TikTok/Instagram video and received almost 5000 likes 
on these two platforms cumulatively. A number of 
politicians have also spoken up about the issue since 
then. 

There is also growing support for an equitable CDFs 
from both sides of the political divide. 

The MoU also promised an equal allocation of the CDF 
to all signatories of the MoU. However, MPs who are not 
part of Pakatan Harapan that signed the MoU, such as 
Syed Saddiq, were not given any allocations. BERSIH has 
called it out. 

In the Melaka state election in November 2021, Barisan 
Nasional promised to provide equal CDFs as part of the 
election manifesto. 
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Funding of 
Political Parties
There is no speci�c 
law in Malaysia 
regulating political 
�nancing, except on 
election spending as 
enumerated in the 
Election Offences Act. 
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There is also no proper transparency and accountability 
mechanism in place on  where political parties obtain 
their funding and how they spend it. Over the years, 
political parties in Malaysia relied primarily on private 
funding for their operations, which opens up 
possibilities for corruption and abuse of power, as in the 
case of 1MDB.  

BERSIH recognised that political parties need funds to 
operate and that they are integral to the functioning of 
Parliamentary democracy. However, the current state of 
affairs gave incumbency advantage while maintaining 
an uneven playing field for opposition or smaller 
parties.

To address this problem, BERSIH commissioned Ooi Kok 
Hin to conduct a research on public funding for political 
parties. The report was published on 25 January 2021. 

BERSIH proposed an annual public funding of RM133 
million to political parties at Parliamentary level. This is 
to be disbursed by the Election Commission based on 
the three mechanisms. The first is a vote-based, direct 
public funding to political parties for regular party and 
campaign expenses. It will be allocated based on the 
proportion of votes the party received in the most recent 
election. The second method is a seat-based, direct 

public funding to promote women’s representation in 
Malaysian politics where RM10 million is to be set aside 
for this proposal. The last method is indirect public 
funding through subsidies such as broadcast, printing, 
postal and free use of government and public buildings 
for all political parties.

BERSIH also released a short video and a set of 
infographics on social media in respect of the proposal. 

The APPG on Political Financing also touches upon 
public funding of political parties.



Together with Perkumpulan untuk Pemilu dan 
Demokrasi (PERLUDEM) of Indonesia, 
BERSIH participated in a regional project to 
review the �nancial governance of political 
parties.

Financial 
Governance of 
Political Party

Sharon Tan and Ooi Kok Hin were commissioned to 
conduct the research and produced a report titled 
“Public Funding of Political Parties in Malaysia: Debates, 
Case Studies and Recommendations”. 

The report was published in September 2021 in a 
publication titled “Political Party Finance Reform in 
Southeast Asia”

The researchers took great pains to gather information 
and data from political parties on financial-related 
questions and identified the loopholes and 
shortcomings while not losing sight of the fact that 
political parties need funds to operate. Therefore, this is 
the first and only report in Malaysia that contained 
figures on how much political parties required to run 
their operations nationally and locally and how they 
obtained the funds to do so.
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In view of that, the report makes
10 recommendations:

introduction of a comprehensive law governing 
political finance

introduction of public funding for political parties

enforce realistic election spending limits for 
candidates and parties 

ban foreign donations to political parties 

publicise audited accounts and disclose big donors

empower the Election Commission and the Malaysian 
Anti-Corruption Commission

regulate constituency development funds to promote 
accountability and fairness

reintroduction of local elections to increase 
responsiveness and reduce clientelism

earmark a fund for elected representatives to promote 
research capabilities; and 

monitor internal party elections
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Key public o�cers play a crucial role in the 
administration of the country.

Reform of Key 
Public O�cers’ 
Appointments

They should stay politically neutral and act in an 
unbiased manner. It is also crucial that the process of 
appointment to these key public positions must be 
transparent and with proper checks and balances within 
the system. However, in most cases, the prime minister 
has the  power to appoint or advise the Yang di-Pertuan 
Agong to make such appointments. The power to 
dismiss these key public officers also lies 
overwhelmingly in the hands of the Executive.

BERSIH commissioned Lim Wei Jiet to conduct a study 
on how to reform the appointment process of these key 
public officers. The “Reform of Appointments of Key 
Public Officers in Malaysia” report was published on 15 
March 2021. 

The report recommended the enactment of a Public 
Appointments and Removal Bill to govern the 
appointment of top officers to key roles in constitutional 
and statutory bodies, such as the auditor-general, the 
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solicitor-general, the chief secretary, the 
inspector-general of police and commissioners of 
Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) and 
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia 
Commission (MCMC).

The bill should allow the ministers involved to appoint 
an independent advisory assessment panel headed by 
civil society to interview and recommend candidates for 
the posts and an open and informed invitation to the 
public to apply for any such vacancies. After going 
through the selection process, the advisory assessment 
panel shall recommend up to three candidates for the 
vacancy to the relevant minister. The ministers should 
nominate the recommended candidate to the relevant 
Parliamentary Select Committee (PSC) as an additional 
layer of check and balance over the appointment. The 
PSC shall have the final say on the confirmation of 

appointments of key public officers. The bill shall make 
it mandatory for the minister to appoint the successful 
candidate approved by the PSC. For example, suppose 
the key public officer is appointed by the Yang 
di-Pertuan Agong (YDPA) under the constitution, the 
minister shall advise the YDPA to appoint the said 
successful candidate.

The report also recommends that the bill allow for the 
appointment of a commissioner for public 
appointments and removal who is tasked with 
overseeing the procedure to ensure all ministries, 
agencies and other stakeholders involved are compliant.

BERSIH produced a short video and a set of infographics 
as part of the campaign to raise public awareness. 
Briefing sessions for MPs and the media were also 
conducted to encourage this discourse.



Positions in Government Linked 
Corporations (GLC) and commercially 
related statutory bodies (such as Lembaga 
Tabung Haji) are often used for political 
patronage and to entice elected 
representatives to switch alliances from 
one political party to another, as seen in 
the case of the Sheraton Move. 

Reform of 
Directorial 
Appointments 
to Government 
Linked 
Corporations
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To address the issues, BERSIH commissioned a research 
paper on the appointed positions  in GLCs. 
Ahmad Fikri Fisal conducted the research, and the final 
report, titled “Reforming the Appointment Process of 
Directors in GLICs, GLCs and Commercially Related 
Statutory Bodies", was published on 25 May 2021. 

BERSIH took the position that serving MPs and ADUNs 
should not be appointed to any positions in GLCs.

The report recommended enacting a GLC Act that 
defines GLCs clearly and regulates the appointment 
process of their chairman, president and directors in 
compliance with transparency, accountability and 
meritocracy. In addition, a Parliamentary Select 
Committee (PSC) must be given the power to scrutinise 
the appointment process as check and balance.

It also recommended that the appointment of elected 
representatives to these organisations be prohibited 
through the newly enacted GLC Act or by amendments 
to relevant laws such as the Companies Act 2016. 
Moreover, enhanced disclosure and transparency should 
be made mandatory through periodic reports on listed 
and unlisted GLICs and GLCs that includes important 
information such as director remuneration, director 
background and tender bids, among others. This task 
can be performed by a specific body such as the 
Putrajaya Committee on GLC High Performance.

BERSIH also produced a short video and a set of 
infographics as part of the campaign to raise public 
awareness and conducted a couple of briefing sessions 
with MPs and media personnel.
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BERSIH commissioned Serene Lim to conduct a 
study and the report, titled “Safeguarding Judicial 
Independence: Appointment, Promotion and 
Removal of Judges in Malaysia”, was published on 
22 March 2021.

The Judiciary is one 
of the fundamental 
pillars of democracy. 

Reform of 
Judicial 
Appointments
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As a follow-up to the report, BERSIH 
subsequently released a video and a set of 
infographics to disseminate widely the 
findings and recommendations of the report 
and conducted briefing sessions with the 
various legal practitioner bodies. 

The Judicial Appointments Commission 
Act 2009 should be amended to limit the 
Prime Minister’s discretion in rejecting 
nomination by the JAC to only once for 
each vacancy and the Prime Minister must 
provide his reasons for doing so. In 
addition, the tenure for JAC members 
should be fixed for up to four years.

The judicial and legal services should be 
separated into a judicial service 
commission and a legal service 
commission, with the establishment of a 
new Judicial Service Commission under an 
amended Article 138 and a new Legal 
Service Commission to be established 
under a new Article 138A of the Federal 
Constitution. Officers from both judicial 
and legal services should not be 
transferable, except  on a permanent basis.

3

2

The report recommended three 
signi�cant areas of reform:

The Judicial Appointment Commission (JAC) 
should be elevated with constitutional status 
and the composition of the commission be 
restructured as follows:

Four ex-officio members from the Judiciary (Chief 
Justice of the Federal Court, President of the Court of 
Appeal, Chief Judge of the High Court in Malaya and 
the Chief Judge in Sabah and Sarawak) represent the 
judicial perspective as it is now;

Three members to be selected by the Bar Council, 
Sabah Law Society and the Advocates Associate of 
Sarawak representing the three legal practitioner 
bodies;

Two lay members from civil society or academia are to 
be selected by the seven other members in the JAC, 
representing the perspective of public and civil society 
through open application and a clearly defined 
selection process.

1
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Again, BERSIH viewed the double roles 
of  the Attorney General, that being the 
legal advisor to the government of the 
day as well as the Public Prosecutor, 
problematic.

Reform of the 
Appointment of 
Attorney 
General and 
Public 
Prosecutor 
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The Attorney General holds an unfettered discretion in 
deciding criminal charges, to charge and to drop the 
charge, and this may be used as a political tool in 
Malaysia. Additionally, the Attorney General is a 
political appointee and does not have security of tenure, 
making them vulnerable to political or other forms of 
influence.

BERSIH commissioned Andrew Yong to study ways to 
reform the Attorney General’s office, which entails 
separating the Attorney General’s role from that of the 
Public Prosecutor as well as their appointment process. 
The aim is to ensure independence, accountability and 
reduce the abuse of power.

BERSIH published the report titled “Reforming the 
Office of Attorney General and Judicial and Legal Service 
in Malaysia” on 7 October 2021.

BERSIH subsequently released a set of infographics 
to disseminate the findings and recommendations 
of the report widely. BERSIH also initiated 
discussions with the Bar Council, Sabah Law 
Society and Advocates Association of Sarawak to 
collaborate on joint advocacy and campaign.

The report recommended, in a 
nutshell that:

The Attorney General should cease holding 
the role of Public Prosecutor. The YDPA 
should appoint a Public Prosecutor based on 
the recommendations of an appropriate 
service commission. The Public Prosecutor 
shall have tenure for a single term of 8 years, 
subject to the same maximum retirement 
age and with the same security of tenure as 
a High Court judge;

1

While the prime minister can still 
select his preferred candidate for 
the position of Attorney General, 
Parliament shall oversee the 
process via a Parliamentary 
committee. It is also suggested 
that the Attorney General should 
attend Cabinet’s meeting on a 
regular basis, and participate as 
an ex-officio in the proceedings of 
both Houses of Parliament.

2

A Law Reform Commission (LRC), 
consisting of legal academics and 
retired judges should be created 
under the oversight of the 
Ministry of Law and Parliament. 
This LRC should primarily 
propose law reforms.

3
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BERSIH conducted a total of two election 
observations in 2021. 

The first mission was to monitor and observe the 15th 
Melaka state election on polling day on 20 November 
2021. A team of 14 observers, consisting of BERSIH staff 
and volunteers, in collaboration with UNDI18, were 
deployed to observe a total of seven state constituencies. 
The state election was held under Standard Operating 
Procedures during the Covid-19 pandemic.

On 3 December 2021, BERSIH released a comprehensive 
observation report. The report documented 35 incidents 
of election offences. The most common offence being 
parties and individuals campaigning on polling day.

1. Fifteenth Melaka State Election 
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BERSIH has been campaigning for Malaysians overseas 
in Singapore, Brunei, Southern Thailand and 
Kalimantan to be given the right to postal voting since 
the 14th General Election in 2018. This finally 
materialised in the 15th Melaka state election, where 
Malaysians living in Singapore, Brunei, Southern 
Thailand and Kalimantan were able to vote via postal 
ballot. A total of 511 postal ballots were issued to 
overseas Malaysians for this state election.  

BERSIH, in collaboration with Sinar Harian, Astro Awani 
and Sin Chew Jit Poh, started the #SuaraUntukSemua 
initiative for the Melaka state election. This was born 
out of the concern that  candidates often do not get 
equal air time in the state media to promote and present 
themselves so that voters can make an informed choice. 
This initiative aimed to lead by example on the 
importance of equal media access to all candidates and 
political parties contesting an election. The three media 
partners, jointly and severally, provide media space for 
all 112 candidates running in the election. 

The second election observation was the 
12th state election of Sarawak in 
collaboration with Rise of Social Efforts 
(ROSE) in Sarawak. The nomination date 
was set for 6 December 2021, while the 
polling day was on 18 December 2021. 

The observation team monitored five 
constituencies, namely N02 Opar, N08 
Satok, N13 Batu Kitang, N14 Batu Kawah 
and N26 Gedong. The observation team 
also conducted monitoring online for 
another 16 constituencies, namely N02 
Opar, N18 Serembu, N19 Mambong, N45 
Repok, N47 Pakan, N48 Meluan, N49 
Ngemah, N52 Dudong, N53 Bawang 
Assan, N54 Pelawan, N59 Tamin, N73 
Piasau, N74 Pujut, N75 Senadin, N77 
Telang Usan and N81 Ba'kelalan.

This debut initiative saw a total of 37 out of 112 candidates participate in Suara Calon, a well-covered political 
party broadcast on manifesto (on 17 November 2021), and dialogue among candidates from different political 
parties via Astro Awani (on 18 November 2021) and Sinar Harian (19 November 2021).

This initiative created some pressure on the government-controlled state media that is conventionally extremely 
biassed towards the ruling coalition. On 10 November 2021, Communications and Multimedia Minister Anuar 
Musa reportedly said the government was considering giving slots to Melaka state election candidates, including 
the opposition, to the campaign via government official television and radio channels. 

The initiative comprises 
three elements:

Suara Calon, where BERSIH 
coordinates with candidates to collect 
their respective campaign videos and 
the media partners will then pick it 
up and air it on their channels or 
print it

Political Party broadcast, where 
leaders of political parties and 
independent candidates are invited to 
share their manifestos via online 
broadcast

Dialogue between chief minister 
candidates

2. Twelfth Sarawak State Election
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On 23 February 2022, BERSIH released a comprehensive 
observation report. The report documented a total of 59 
incidents of election offences.

Among the key offences were abuse of state resources for 
election campaigning, undue influence by the caretaker 
state government as well as the federal government, 
unequal media access, threats of no allocations or 
development to constituencies that do not vote for the 
incumbent, and unequal treatment. 

Prior to the state election, BERSIH called for a special 
voting mechanism to be made available to Sarawakians 
who resided in Peninsular Malaysia to vote in 
Peninsular, as flying back to vote was costly, 
time-consuming and high risk in the midst of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. However, the Election Commission 
did not heed the call.

Malaysians living in Singapore, Brunei, Southern 
Thailand and Kalimantan were extended the right to 
postal voting. Unfortunately, the Election Commission 
was late in making public announcements for postal 
vote registration and compounded with a lack of 
publicity, only 365 postal votes were issued to overseas 
Malaysians for this state election.    

BERSIH continued the #SuaraUntukSemua initiative in 
this state election, and a total of 17 out of the 349 
candidates participated.   

On 17 December 2021, Astro Awani live broadcasted the 
election manifesto of all political parties that ran in the 
state election.  
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of 15th 



The 23rd of November, 2021 marked the 15th 
anniversary of the formation of BERSIH. 

This meaningful occasion was celebrated with civil 
society friends, embassy representatives, political party 
members and public supporters at the Petaling Jaya 
Performing Arts Center.

BERSIH’s steering committee and secretariat took great 
pains and efforts to discuss public perception and how 
to steer BERSIH into the future by taking into account 
comments from endorsing NGOs and decided to 
redesign the logo by dropping the word “2.0”. It was 
also reinforced to all that BERSIH is an independent and 
non-partisan organisation. 

BERSIH launched the new logo and produced a short 
video and a coffee table book that summarises the 15 
years of its journey. The new logo was designed by 
Fahmi Reza in collaboration with The Fourth.
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Throughout 2020 and into 2021, BERSIH commissioned a total of 20 research papers on key electoral and 
institutional reform issues. Below is a list of reports that were published.

In producing these reports, BERSIH held many meetings with the researchers, conducted numerous 
consultations with experts and stakeholders and actively engaged with political parties’ leaders and elected 
representatives to seek their views. We identified problem statements, researched case studies and best 
practices and recommended reforms with concrete suggestions that have taken into account the context and 
views of various stakeholders.

We launched each report by holding virtual launches where the researcher presented  their paper followed by 
a panel discussion and question and answer session. All launches were made public and live streamed via the 
BERSIH FB page.

1. Research and Publications

“How to Deter Party Hopping in Malaysia? An Exploration of Remedies” by Professor 
Wong Chin Huat, published on 4 January 2021.

“Inclusive Electoral Reforms in Malaysia” by Ho Yi Jian and Jeremy Lim, published on 14 
Jan 2020

“Public Funding of Political Party” by Ooi Kok Hin, published on 25 January 2021.

“Reintroducing Local Government Elections” by Danesh Prakash Chacko, published on 
20 January 2021 

“A Framework for a Shadow Cabinet in Malaysia” by Maha Balakrishnan, published on 4 
March 2021

“Institutional Reform For Electoral Management in Malaysia” by Chan Tsu Chong, 
published on 8 February 2021

“Reform of Appointments of Key Public Officers in Malaysia” by Lim Wei Jiet, published 
on 15 March 2021.

“Safeguarding Judicial Independence: Appointment, Promotion and Removal of Judges in 
Malaysia” by Serene Lim, published on 22 March 2021.

‘Removal or Reform: Charting the Way Forward for Malaysia’s Constituency 
Development Funds” by BERSIH and IDEAS, published on 30 March 2021.

“Reforming the Appointment Process of Directors in GLICs, GLCs and Commercially 
Related Statutory Bodies" by Ahmad Fikri Fisal, published on 25 May 2021.

“A Case for State-Level Recall Procedure Law to Remedy Party-Hopping in Malaysia” by 
Wong Chin Huat, published on 29 July 2021.

“Improving Access to Voting in Malaysia” by Chan Tsu Chong, published on 6 August 
2021.

“Equal and Effective Representation by Way of State-Triggered Redelimitation: A 
Feasibility Analysis for Penang” by Wong Chin Huat, published 12 August 2021.
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Equal and Effective Representation by Way of State-Triggered Redelimitation: A 
Feasibility Analysis for Negeri Sembilan by Wong Chin Huat, published 12 August 2021.

“Parliamentary Select Committee Reforms” by Muhammad Sayuti Hassan, published on 
17 August 2021

“Mengembalikan Undang-undang Perkhidmatan Parlimen di Malaysia” by REFORM, 
published on 3 September 2021

“Political party and election campaign finance governance in Malaysia: Assessments and 
Recommendations”by Sharon Tan and Ooi Kok Hin, published by PERLUDEM on 1 
October 2021.

“Reforming the Office of Attorney General and Judicial and Legal Service in Malaysia” by 
Andrew Yong, published on 7 October 2021.

“Parliament in Government Formation: Enhancing Stability and Accountability Through 
Protocols on Confidence and Dissolution” by Maha Balakrishan, published on 14 October 
2021. 

A big part of 2021 was under the Movement Control Order, like all others, BERSIH relied heavily on social 
media to campaign and advocate .

During this period, BERSIH has held numerous Webinars. We produced infographic and videos for each and 
every report and the reform raised. BERSIH also worked 4 months with Influasia who assisted with digital 
marketing and design.

2. Public Outreach

Growth of Followers in Social Media Accounts of BERSIH in 2021

Social Media

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

269, 102

0

+4172

+225

Youtube

273, 274

83, 709

225

465

Followers as of
1 January 2021

Followers as of
31 December 2021

Increase/Decrease

Equal and Effective Representation by Way of State-Triggered Redelimitation: A 
Feasibility Analysis for Selangor by Wong Chin Huat, published 12 August 2021.
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Top 3 topics that received most responses in BERSIH’s Facebook

Topic

Recall procedure bill

How to deter party hopping

GLC appointment reform

22, 269

18, 192

7, 860

147

138

215

Reach Like

Top 3 campaign videos that received most responses in BERSIH’s Facebook 

Topic

Bagaimana mencegah lompat parti? By Adam Adli

How to deter party hopping

GLC appointment reform

14,937

42,258

43,396

114

149

128

Reach Like

Top 3 infographics that received most responses in BERSIH’s Facebook 

Topic

Reformasi Pelantikan Jawatan GLC

Kabinet Bayangan

Reformasi Lantikan Hakim

3,880

2,645

3,423

7

8

12

Reach Like

Top 3 Wacana BERSIH webinars that received most responses in BERSIH’s Facebook 

Topic

Hari pertama Parlimen dan Memorandum
Persefahaman Transformasi dan Kestabilan Politik

Pergolakan Politik: Penentuan sokongan
majoriti PM dan sidang Parlimen 

GLC appointment reform

40,512

23,612

30,094

1,785

1,558

800

Reach Like
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2021 Expenses

Advocacy Projects

Social Projects

Rebranding Exercise

Operation Expenses

Sta�ng Expenses

36% 37%

17%8%

2%

Expenses

Advocacy Projects 402, 298

Social Projects 178, 788

Rebranding Exercise 26, 904

Operation Expenses 82, 771

Staffing Expenses 391, 166

TOTAL 1, 081, 927

Amount (RM)
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2021 Income

87%
Grants

13%

Donations

Income

Donations 195, 108

Grants 1, 347, 583

TOTAL 1, 542, 692

Amount (RM)

Note : Grants received in 2021 but some have not been dispensed, resulting in 
a surplus balance for the year ending 2021.
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